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Abstract- Finite element structural analysis of a 4X2 truck chassis plays an important role during
design stages. Nowadays, there are many research papers and development programs available in the
market especially by the truck manufacturers, which are very much related to this research work. The
chassis consist of frame, transmission system, axle, Auxiliary power unit(APU) etc. The paper
focused on structural analysis of the truck chassis using finite element package Pro/Mechanica. The
results of reading this paper will give the researcher a summary of some recent and current
developments in the field of vehicle design using finite element stress analysis
Keywords- Pro/E, Pro/Mechanica,
I.
INTRODUCTION
Transportation industry plays a major role in the economy of modern industrialized and developing
countries. The total and relative volume of goods carried on heavy trucks is dramatically increasing.
The chassis frame must safely support the weight of the vehicle components and transmit loads that
result from longitudinal, lateral, and vertical accelerations that are experienced in a
racingenvironment without failure. There are many aspects to consider when designing a chassis,
including component packaging, materialselection, strength, stiffness and weight. The primary
objective of the chassis is to provide a structure that connects the front and rear suspension without
excessive deflection. The design of a vehicle structure is of fundamental importance to the overall
vehicle performance. The vehicle structure plays an important role in the functionality of the vehicle.
Generally, truck is any of various heavy motor vehicles designed for carrying the attached loads,
such as the engine, transmission and suspension as well as the passengers and payload. The major
focus in the truck manufacturing industries is design of vehicles with more pay load. Using higher
strength steels than the conventional once are possible with corresponding increase in pay load
capacity. The chassis of trucks which is the backbone of vehicles that integrates the main truck
component systems such as the axles, suspension, power train, cab and trailer etc., as shown in
Figure1, is one of the possible candidates for substantial weight reduction [1].Along with strength, an
important consideration in chassis design is to have adequate bending and torsional stiffness for
better handling characteristics. So, strength and stiffness are two important criteria for the design of
the chassis [2,3]. Stress-strain relations used to describe deformation of a material are different for
the elastic and plastic domain. Consequently, it is important to know if the stress state is in the elastic
or plastic domain. For this purpose a yield criterion is used to suggest the limit of elasticity and the
initiation of yielding in a material under any combination of stresses. There are several yield criterion
used in practice. Some of these are: the maximum shear stress criterion, the maximum principal
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stress criterion and the von Mises stress criterion. These criteria could be expressed in terms of
material constants obtained from different physical tests e.g. a shear or uniaxial tensile
test.Automotive designers need to have complete understanding of various stresses prevalent in
different areas of the chassis component. During the conceptual design stage, when changes to the
design are easiest to implement and have lower impact on overall project cost, the weight and
structural characteristics are mostly unknown since detailed vehicle information is unavailable at this
early stage [4, 5]. The vehicle design starts up with conceptual studies to define size, number and
location of undriven (dead axle) and drive (live axle) axles, type of suspension, engine power,
transmission, tire size and axle reduction ratio, cab size and auxiliary equipment. The selected
configuration has to be suitable for the considered transportation tasks and should match the existing
production line [6].
In general, there are two approaches to simulate truck chassis using FEA methods: one is stress
analysis to predict the weak points and the other is fatigue analysis to predict life of the frame.
Recently, in quite a few of published papers, there are amount technical papers and some other
sources which have been showed gradually upward trend. This overview selectively and briefly
discusses some of the recent and current developments of the modal analysis of truck chassis. A
number of analytical, numerical and experimental techniques are considered for the modal analysis
of the 4X2 truck frames. Conclusion of the modal analysis in the vehicle chassis has been reported in
literature. Finally, the scope of future work has been discussed after concluding on the obtained in
this paper.

Fig 1:

II. FINITE ELEMENT STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF TRUCK CHASSIS
Finite element analysis (FEA) is one of the efficient and well-known numerical methods for various
engineering problems. FEA was first developed in 1943 by R. Courant, who utilized the Ritz method
of numerical analysis and minimization of variation calculus to obtain approximate solutions to
vibration systems as cited by Swatantra and Pradeep [2]. For the last 30 years it has been used for the
solution of many types of problems. FEA has become an integral part of design process in
automotive, aviation, civil construction and various consumer and industrial goods industries, cut
throat competition in the market puts tremendous pressure on the corporations to launch reasonably
priced products in short time, making them to rely more on virtual tools (CAD/CAE) accelerate the
design and development of products. FEA tools are being used to analyse multi-disciplinary
problems, including but not limited to structural, thermal and fluid flow, NVH applications,
biotechnology etc. [7]. FEA is used to predict multiple types of static and dynamic structural
responses. For example, companies in the automotive industry use it to predict, stress, strain,
deformations, and failure of many different types of components. FEA reduces the need for costly
experiments and allows engineers to optimize parts before they are built and implemented. There are
many software packages available to industries that use finite element analysis and computer aided
engineering. The wide and universal propagation of commercial finite element packages (ANSYS,
Pro/Mechanica, ABAQUS, HYPERMESH, LS DYNA, NASTRAN,ANSYS etc.) for computations
in design of mechanical structures made possible to define more accurately the modal analysis of
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truck chassis. The advent of faster computers and robust FEA software allows design engineers to
build larger, more refined and complex models resulting in timely, cost-effective, accurate, and
informative solutions to customer problems [8]. In the following section, finite element package
ANSYS will be discussed in more details.
III. Pro/Mechanica STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF TRUCK CHASSIS
The software package Pro/Mechanica used as a FEA tool in the structural analysis. The
Pro/Mechanica program is a powerful, multi-purpose analysis tool that can be used in a wide variety
of engineering disciplines [9]. Using Pro/Mechanica software can avoid expensive and timeconsuming development loops, so the design period is shortened [10]. The structural analysis of a
truck chassis using Pro/Mechanica software carried out by many researchers to reduce the magnitude
of stress of the chassis frame. They examined the effect of the geometrical modification through
varying the side member thickness from 8 to 12 mm, and the thickness of the connection plate from
8 to 12 mm by local plate, the connection plate thickness from 7 to 10 mm, and the length of the
connection plate (L) from 390 to 430 mm. They reported that if the change of the side member
thickness using local plates is not possible, due to increase weight of chassis then choosing an
optimum connection plate length (L) seems to be best practical solutions for decreasing the stress
values.In order to understand the dominating stresses in truck frame especially during cornering and
braking maneuvers and brings out all geometric locations that may be potential failure initiation
locations, Chinnarajet al. [12] explained current trend in automotive design to optimize components
for weight reduction. To achieve this, the chassis frame assembly of a heavy truck used for long
distance goods hauling application was chosen for investigation. A quasi-static approach that
approximates the dynamic maneuvers into number of small processes having static equilibriums was
followed to carry out the numerical simulation, approximating the dynamic behavior of frame
assembly. With the help of finite element package Pro/mechanica, the quasi-static numerical
simulations were carried out and compared with experimental results.
IV. Pro/Mechanica Modeling and STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF TRUCK CHASSIS
The software package Pro/Mechanica used as a FEA tool in the structural analysis. The
Pro/mechanica program is a powerful, multi-purpose analysis tool that can be used in a wide variety
of engineering disciplines. Using Pro/mechanica software can avoid expensive and time-consuming
development loops, so the design period is shortened. The modeling of chassis frame for FEA
analysis is done by using Pro/e software as shown in figure below. The chassis frame has two side
members and four cross members out four two are end cross members.

The structural analysis of a truck chassis frame is carried out by taking the 3D model in
Pro/Mechanica, The first step is to assign the material we have assign the rolled steel material, after
assigning the material next step is to apply the boundary conditions, as the chassis is 4X2 truck hence
constraints are given at eight points where suspensions hinge point is located which is 21 inch and 26
inch from the front and rear frame end respectively. As the capacity of truck is 2 tons. The load
applied is 2 tons+engine, transmission system, cab assembly etc. loads of truck as shown in figure
below.
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The boundary conditions are applied the next step is analysis, One of specialty of pro/Mechanica is
that during analysis software itself will do the meshing of 3D model by using the solid element type.
During the analysis software generated the mesh which is having the 4003 solid elements as shown
in figure below.

The results of structural analysis are shown below.
RESULT

Overall Displacement

Displacement in Y direction
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Displacement in Z direction
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Principle stress

Von misses stress at SUSPENSION

Maximum shear stress

CONCLUSIONS
Structural analysis using Pro/Mechanica software is done. It is found that the maximum deflection is
at the rear side of frame and maximum principle stress, von misses stress and maximum shear stress
is at the hinge point of suspension the weak points and fatigue analysis to predict the life of the
chassis. Several state of the art papers and even books on chassis stress analysis have been presented
in the recently years. This work makes a case for further investigation on the design of truck chassis
using FEA Pro/Mechanica software.
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